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About This Content

This pack adds new graphical national monuments to the already stunning Europa Universalis IV map.

Hagia Sophia
The Hagia Sophia traces its origins to the year 4th century, with the current structure being constructed in the 6th century.

Originally a Greek Orthodox basilica, it was rebuilt as a Mosque in 1460 following fall of Constantinople.

Stone Henge
One of the most famous monuments of prehistoric times is the Stonehenge in Wiltshire, England. Consisting of over a hundred

stones of various sizes, the most distinct feature is the central stone ring, built over 4000 years ago.

Buddha Statues
In the Bamwam valley in Afghanistan, two Great Buddha statues have been carved into the mountain side. Built in the 6th

century, the two great statues stood for centuries before they were destroyed in 2001.

Machu Picchu
Located on a mountain ridge above the Sacred Valley in Peru, Machu Picchu (meaning Old Peak in Quechua) was built by the

Inca in 1450 and abandoned just over 100 years later. Mostly unknown to the western world until 1911, it is now considered one
of the most important icons of the Inca civilization.

Chichen Itza
The Temple of Kukulkan, commonly refered to as El Castillo (The Castle) is the most prominant building of the Chichen Itza.
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Built in the 7th century, the site was the center of one of the largest cities of the Maya civilization, until the conquest by the
Spanish in 1530s.

The Parthenon
The famous Greek Athenian temple was built between 447 to 438 BC. In the 5th century AD, it was converted into a Christian
church and so it remained until the conquest by the Ottomans in the 1460s, when it was rebuilt as a mosque. The ruins of today

is the result of an ammo dump exploding in 1687, severely damaging the building.

Petra
The ancient city of Petra (Al-Batra in Arabic) was the capital of the Nabataeans. The city is famous for its rock-cut architecture.

The city is also known as the Rose City, from the color of the stone out of which it is carved.

The Forbidden City
Located in the centre of Beijing, China, the Forbidden City was the Imperial Palace of the Ming Dynasty. The vast complex

covers 720,000 m² and consists of almost a thousand buildings.

Easter Island Statues
The Moai, or mo'ai are a group of 887 statues on the Easter Island carved by the Rapa Nui people between the years 1250 and

1500. Although often refered to as the Easter Islands Heads, the statues are in fact full body carvings, but with overly large
heads due to the beliefs in the sanctity of the heads.

Himeji Castle
Dating back to 1333, the Himeji castle was built by Akamatsu Norimura. Significantly remodeled throughout the years, the

castle is today a network of 83 buildings and is one of the largest surviving castles of the Japanese feudal era.

Tenochtitlan
The Aztec city of Tenochtitlan was located on an island in Lake Texcoco. Founded in 1325, it was one of the three city-states

that made up the Aztek Triple Alliance, also known as the Aztek Empire. The city was captured by the Spanish in 1521 and was
razed by the order of Herman Cortés.
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europa universalis iv national monuments ii

I fully recommend this if you enjoy RO2/RS.

We run this on our server and it is incredably fun, most popular map is Omaha Beach for good reason. The guys behind this
have done a fantastic job. Can wait to see ewhat comes out over the coming months.

Definately a 10/10 !!!!. While browsing the games on sale i spied this old game and decided to give it a go. After a rough start
with the controls i have come to love playing it! So i would say give it a try if you want to add to your library!! There is an issue
with it requiring an old version of PhysX but theres a link at the head of the forum to fix it! It basically drops a folder inside
your current physx files and it plays flawlessly afterward!!. These dudes might be better off selling sountracks if they don't
update this. This game is great. I bought it for the Macbook as well. Beautiful graphics. Very accessable...start on the simple
airports and move up to Laguardia and beyond. Easy to learn, difficult to master, but fun all the way. Until two planes collide
during your shift. Highly recommended.. This game is awesome! Sadly there is no community and most of the time its just
noobs and no challenge anymore. Great game and I highly reccomend it!
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I dig the style, but the difficulty is a little much for me. Played a few levels and then was not compelled to come back.. HAH!
Prompted for a review, well, fine! Here it is....It's awesome. Quick play, neat game mechanics...rush when you kill another
player...Its all here. Check it out if your the competetive type. If not, then the puzzle with minigames on the side is at least worth
a try :). There's a lot going on, makes it harder :). Boring game (mini-games in a game).
Visuals average, music and sounds are bland. Bow shot was pretty exhausting (work out, not a game), not challenging and just
boring.

This also is the first game out of dozens of games that made me hit my controller hard two times. Happened in the gametype
"smash". Funny eh? The game does not place/keep the player in a safe position so it's only a matter or time. Especially if you
don't have a lot of room AND have expensive stuff around you, you better not buy this! I haven't played the 3rd gamemode
since I stopped after destroying the controller.

The game is too expensive anyway. There's many other games that deliver a much better experience for the money.. Pretty good
deal at this discount price (29$)! 90 days of premium is solid. I did not have any trouble redeeming - I merely followed the
instructions on the product page beneath the list of what's included:

HOW TO ACTIVATE
Start the game through the DLC page (optional)
Login to your account
Log onto your main character
Open the Legend Shop
Go to the Shop Storage. brain... melting...

...worth it.. This game is ♥♥♥♥ed up:

Spacebar do screenshots

Can't scope with sniper

Can't walk trough bushes

But i'm still pressing " Recommend button "

Why?

Because this game is fun, you can laugh when playing this game, it makes my happy :-)

What u guys thought when this game was in indiegala > GiveAways section.

It's for free and created in 2004 soo don't expect something amazing.. such a satisfying dungeon crawler. There is a ton of loot
and character advancement is fast.. Defence is for the weak. I have become a god in cherry picking against the developers and Q-
Ball's marking tactics were no match for my superior speed and controlled turns. My kinda game and I think I accidently
became the first meme for this game so sweet. I'd give it a solid Bizzare / Nick-W.
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